
 

  
“The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them in 

Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against them all.” 
Article 5, The North Atlantic Treaty, 1949 

 
1. NATO Discussion 

1. What is NATO? Why was NATO created? What was its original purpose? Which countries are 
members of NATO? 

2. Why does NATO still exist if the Cold War finished in 1991? What is its purpose in the modern 
day? 

3. Why did countries in Eastern Europe want to join NATO after the Cold War had finished? 
4. Should NATO keep expanding? Which countries should be able to join NATO? Which countries 

should not be allowed to join? Why? 
5. Would you like your country to join NATO (or become a partner of NATO)? If your country is 

already a member/partner, are you happy with this, or would you prefer to leave NATO? 
6. Why might there be strong opposition to NATO in member states? 
7. Does NATO exist so the United States can have military dominance over the world? 
8. Does NATO help keep the world safe, or does it represent a threat to international security? 
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2. NATO Vocabulary 

• collective defence (noun) – an agreement between countries to defend each other if one of them is 
attacked. 

• military alliance (noun) – an agreement between countries to participate in joint offensive or 
defensive military action. 

• Article 5 (noun) – the clause in the North Atlantic Treaty that states an attack on one member is an 
attack on all members. 

• (nuclear) first strike (noun) – a pre-emptive attack on an enemy’s nuclear arsenal preventing it from 
retaliating. 

• missile defence (noun) – advanced technology that is able to track and intercept missiles. 
• defence spending (noun) – the amount of money spent by a government on its military. 

 
Using the vocabulary words above, complete the following sentences (remember to use the correct 
form of the word, e.g. verb conjugation or plural noun): 

1. Article 5 is designed to deter other countries from attacking NATO members. 
2. If a first strike is not successful, it will result in mutually assured destruction. 
3. Protests broke out when the government announced it was going to increase defence spending 

after having insisted there were no resources to improve the health service. 
4. The military alliance between Britain, Russia, and the United States defeated Nazi Germany in 

the Second World War. 
5. Unlike the United Nations, which is a collective security organisation where countries can meet 

to discuss their differences, NATO is a collective defence organisation which guarantees a joint 
response if one member is attacked. 

6. While the United States insisted that basing a missile defence system in Poland was to defend 
against a potential missile strike from Iran, many believed the true target was missiles from 
Russia. 

 
NATO vocabulary comprehension questions 

1. Are collective defence organisations necessary to ensure the security of their members, or are 
they an unnecessary provocation to other countries who are not members? 

2. Is your country part of any military alliances? If so, what do you think about this? If not, would 
you prefer your country to be in a military alliance? Why or why not? 

3. The only time in history that Article 5 was activated was before the NATO campaign in 
Afghanistan. Why was Article 5 activated? Was this action necessary and justified? 

4. Do you think there is a chance a country might launch a first strike in the future? If so, which 
country and under which circumstances? If not, why? 

5. Is missile defence a good idea? What global security problems might this result in? Should all 
countries have access to this technology to eliminate the threat from nuclear weapons? 

6. Should defence spending in your country be increased or decreased? Why? 
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3. Video: What is NATO? 

You are going to watch a video by CNBC International called “What is NATO?” 
 

Watch the video here: https://yourenglishpal.com/blog/esl-conversation-lesson-plan-nato/ 
 
While you watch the video, answer the following questions: 
 
Multiple choice 

1. After which war was NATO formed? 
a) World War 1   b) World War 2   c) The Vietnam War 

2. NATO was formed to defend against whom? 
a) Germany   b) The European Union  c) The Soviet Union 

3. When was the Warsaw Pact created? 
a) 1945   c) 1955   c) 1965 

4. How many NATO members are former members of the Warsaw Pact? 
a) 5    b) 6    c) 7 

 
Sentence completion 

5. Article 5 is one of the most important principles of NATO. 
6. All troops and all equipment in a NATO member’s military is available for the alliance to mobilise. 
7. Article 5 was invoked the day after the 9/11 attacks. 
8. Together, NATO member states account for the majority of the world’s military/defence 

spending. 
 
Short answer 

9. What percentage of NATO’s total defence spending is provided by the United States? 70% 
10. What does NATO’s funding imbalance cause between members? Friction 
11. Donald Trump said the United States would only help countries that paid what? Their fair share 
12. When were US troops due to be posted to Eastern Europe under the European Reassurance 

Initiative? 2017 
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4. NATO Conversation Questions 

1. Do you agree with Donald Trump that NATO is obsolete? 
2. NATO members are required to spend 2% of their GDP on defence. Does this seem appropriate? 

Is it fair that countries like Poland and Latvia meet this target, while countries like Germany and 
Spain do not? Do you agree with Donald Trump that some European members of NATO expect 
the United States to pay for their security? 

3. As the United States and European Union have very different world views, especially concerning 
global security, should NATO be replaced with a European defence organisation without the US? 

4. Despite not being authorised by the United Nations, NATO took military action against Serbia in 
1999. Why did this happen, and do you think this was justified? 

5. After the 9/11 attacks, NATO tried to rebrand itself as an organisation that defended against 
terrorism. Has it been successful in that task? Is it the appropriate organisation for this task? 

6. In 2008, NATO welcomed Ukraine’s and Georgia’s aspirations to join the organisation despite 
both countries being classed as ‘hybrid regimes’ (characterised by a lack of democracy and high 
levels of corruption) by the Democracy Index. Why were their ambitions to join NATO welcomed? 
Was this a good idea? Why or why not? 

7. Does NATO pose a threat to Russia? Or does Russia pose a threat to NATO members? 
8. What role, if any, should NATO have in the future? Should NATO be disbanded? Why or why not? 

 
 
 
5. NATO Writing Task 

Write about your opinion of NATO. Try to use some of the vocabulary you learned earlier in this lesson. In 
your answer, you could include some of the following topics: 

• Why NATO was established. 
• What activities NATO has been involved in. 
• Whether or not NATO should be disbanded. 

 
Alternative exam practice question: 
Since the end of the Cold War, NATO has struggled to define its role in the world, with many people 
calling for the organisation to be scrapped. Does NATO still have a role to play in the world, or should it 
be disbanded? 
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